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How to find us
Pannett Park is on the west side of Whitby, a 
short walk from the town centre or the station. 
There is disabled parking at the museum and 
a large car park nearby on the West Cliff.

Pannett Park, Whitby  YO21 1RE
01723 232588

www.pannettpark.co.uk
Like us on     !

Please do not use bikes, scooters or 
skateboards in the park.
No dogs allowed except assistance dogs.

The oldest trees pre-date the park and are apple 
and pear trees from the market garden which 
was originally on the site.

Some mature trees such as oak and cypress are 
from the earliest planting of the park and can be 
seen on old photographs.

In 2007 a Tree Management plan was produced 
as part of the successful bid to the Heritage 
Lottery Fund for money to restore the park. This 
was the start of a 50 year plan for the trees in 
the park and began with the clearance of old and 
diseased trees which had outgrown their space.

Near each tree you will find a post with an 
etched image of the leaf of the tree. You can 
use these to make a collection of rubbings of 
the leaves of the trees in the trail. You will find 
rubbing materials at the museum.
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The park has many rare and unusual trees

which we hope you will enjoy discovering

Trees
The Trees of
Pannett Park

Get arty!
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ln many cases you will find more than one 
of the trees mentioned in this leaflet in 
the park.
Check the map inside to help you find a 
good example of each tree.

4. Pear Pyrus domestica 
This is one of the few trees that pre-date the park and was 
part of the market garden. It is known to produce small pears 
which store very well. There are also some old apple trees in 
this area of the park.

1. Sessile Oak Quercus petraea
One of the two native British oaks 
and the national tree of Wales. 
Commemorative oak planted in the
park by Councillor George Jackson
JP to mark the coronation of King 
George VI on 12th May 1937. 

2. Holm Oak Quercus ilex
This evergreen oak produces a very strong timber. It was 
introduced from the Mediterranean in the 16th century. 
It is known as an alien invader as it destroys the 
biodiversity of the natural woodland but the cold 
northern winters stop its spread.

3. Horse chestnut Aesculus hippocastanus
Named for the horse shoe shaped scars 
left on the bark when the leaves fall off. 
They produce ‘conkers’ in the autumn. 
The standard, white candled variety is in 
the centre with a different, pink candled 

variety at each side.

5. Cornelian Cherry Cornus mas  
This small, gnarled tree produces yellow flowers, some of the 
earliest to appear in spring. It is usually seen by gardeners as 
the start of spring and the promise 
of warmer weather. It is part of the 
early planting in the park.

6. Weeping Purple Beech Fagus sylvatica 
pendula purpurea   
An unusual tree which forms the centrepiece of a restored 
winter heather bed. This small weeping tree would be 
suitable for a small garden.

7. Himalayan birch ‘Snow Queen’
Betula utilis var. jacquemontii ‘Doorenbos’
‘Utilis’ refers to the many uses of the different  parts of the 
tree. In ancient times its white bark was used for writing 
Sanskrit scriptures and texts. It is still used as paper for 
the writing of sacred mantras and placed in amulets and 
worn for protection.

horse shoe shaped

scar on twig

fine, peeling, white bark

fruit in summer

flowers in spring

Conker and
its case
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Chusan palm

London Plane:
leaves (left)
and bark (below)

Turkey Oak

New trees planted 2013:

Blue Atlas Cedar Cedrus atlantica glauca

Magnolia Magnolia soulangeana

Dawn redwood Metasequoia glyptostroboides 

Museum and Art Gallery

Play area

Jurassic
Garden

Lily Pool

St Hilda’s Terrace
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15. Maidenhair tree Ginkgo biloba
This tree was thought to be 
extinct until plant hunters 
re-discovered it growing in a 
valley in eastern China. It is 
said to have mystical powers 
and has recently been 
developed as a herbal 
remedy for memory loss. 
Fossils of Ginkgo leaves 
can be found in the 
Jurassic sandstones in 
the Whitby area (about 
170 million years old).

8. lndian Bean Tree Catalpa bignoniodes

In the centre of a hydrangea 
bed. Named by the North 
American Indians, it has fruit 
that look like large senna 
pods. An unusual feature of 
this tree is that it secretes 
nectar through its leaves. 

10. Tree of Heaven Ailanthus altissima        
A native to China it was introduced in the mid eighteenth 
century. Its suckers spread a huge distance. 

11. London Plane Platanus x acerifolia 
Attractive street tree for large cities. Tolerant of urban 
conditions with ornamental, flaking bark.

14. Chusan palm Trachycarpus fortunei 
It has large fan shaped leaves. One of the most popular & 
suitable palms for the UK. It withstands temperatures as low 
as -15oC.

13. Monkey Puzzle  Araucaria araucana 
The famous Monkey Puzzle which has 
become synonymous with Whitby as 
it is the fossil wood of a related 
tree that created Whitby jet. 

20. Cherry plum Prunus cerasifera x Pissardii 
Very pale pink flowers in spring. Dark purple leaves in the 
summer. 

19. Scots Pine Pinus sylvestris 
There is a circle of these 
trees, well established. 
This is a native tree in the 
British Isles. A notable 
feature is it’s orangey 
red bark.

18. Monterey Cypress Cupressus macrocarpa
This is one of the largest trees in the park and makes an 
impressive sight. In the wild they are found in only two places, 
Monterey and Carmel, where they are protected. Carmel is more 
famous for once having Clint Eastwood as mayor. The second 
name of this plant means large seed. It also has the unenvious 
distinction of being one parent of the dreaded leylandi.     

16. Cotoneaster Cotoneaster frigidus
This tree is possibly part of the original planting in the park. The 
unusual gnarled bark makes it a striking feature. The berries 
provide a valuable source of food for birds to feed on in winter.

17. Turkey oak Quercus cerris
A magnificent tree. It is distinguished by a ‘mossy’ cup to the 
acorn. The Turkey Oak was introduced from Asia in 1735 as a 
fast growing timber for building houses and ships. 
Unfortunately the timber proved too brittle.

9. Silver birch Betula pendula
This elegant tree is “The Park Keeper’s choice”. One of the first 
trees to colonise Britain after the last Ice Age. A Witch’s broom 
can be seen in this tree. It is a dense growths of tangled twigs 
caused by a fungus. Traditional broomsticks are made from 
birch twigs.

12. Poplar Populus candicans
A variegated variety. The light, soft wood of  the poplar is used 
for pulp and in construction. The leaves serve as food for the 
caterpillars of moths and butterflies.

Monterey Cypress
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